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MEEKER’S CHALLENGES 
AND OPPORTUNITIES
Atlas Advertising conducted stakeholder outreach to better understand people’s 
perceptions of Meeker, Colorado. The community’s reputation is in many ways 
inconsistent with its reality, revealing opportunities for Meeker to upgrade its profile. 

MISCONCEPTIONS:

• Lack of amenities (for visitors, families, businesses)

• Too remote to attract visitors, businesses and residents

REALITIES:

• Primary economic driver (oil and gas industry) has a direct impact on the economy 

• Distance from I-70 corridor impacts visitors/business/residents’ consideration, but is 
an issue that can be overcome 

• Lodgers and restaurants haven’t embraced digital tools for promotion

ASSETS AND OPPORTUNITIES: 

• Annual sheepdog trials attract global visitors

• OHV trails and friendly regulations

• Available retail space within historic downtown at the base of the mountains

• “Google Standard” broadband connectivity

• Community stakeholders are energized to positively impact the local economy

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
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OBJECTIVES

THREE-YEAR OBJECTIVES
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT — expand on existing manufacturing and tourism 
opportunities to diversify the economy 

LOCAL ENGAGEMENT — foster a sense of community pride among residents and 
companies that compels them to support and stay in Meeker 

TOURIST ATTRACTION  — create awareness and enhance existing perceptions of  
the town 

RESOURCE ALLOCATION:  

50% Economic Development

20% Local Engagement

30% Tourist Attraction
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BRAND POSITIONING

BRAND POSITIONING FOR MEEKER, COLORADO

Nestled in the White River Valley at the doorstep to the Flat Tops Wilderness and White River 

National Forest, Meeker, Colorado is a quiet town off the beaten path. With its numerous outdoor 

amenities, annual sheep dog trials and charming downtown, Meeker attracts visitors from around the 

globe. It is a place where bright minds can spend the morning developing the latest innovations in 

technology and the afternoons wading in first-class fly fishing streams. 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
MESSAGING AND TACTICS

MESSAGING FOR BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 
PROSPECTS

TACTIC: ENHANCE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT MARKETING TO ATTRACT BUSINESSES

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT PROSPECTS: — Meeker is a community that offers advantages for traditional and emerging industries as well as niche 
opportunities for outdoor recreation companies, in particular those related to hunting and OHVs.

Expand the Business Center on the Meeker Chamber site, or provide additional Meeker-specific details on the Rio Blanco County site that are 
directly applicable to site consultants and location decision makers including:

• Key Advantages 

• Incentives

• Available Properties

• Quality of Life

• Cooperative Business Climate

• Success Stories (emphasize the resourcefulness of the community, i.e. wine shop)
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TACTIC: IDENTIFY AND MESSAGE TO TARGET 
INDUSTRIES AND COMPANIES

The Better City community assessment and recommendations outline potential target 
industries that could help Meeker diversify its economy. Expanding on the existing 
hunting manufacturing sector to utilize trained workforce, attracting companies that 
support or enhance existing assets and catalyzing the development of the tourism 
product can all be supported with marketing efforts such as a strong economic 
development website, digital advertising and targeted email communications.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT WEBSITE 

We recommend that Meeker (or Rio Blanco County) develop a sophisticated economic 
development website that showcases the community and articulates the advantages of 
locating in the area. The utilization of original photography will be important to visually 
represent the county to those who are unfamiliar. 

TARGETED DIGITAL MARKETING 

Once the website has been developed, a digital advertising campaign (i.e. Google 
Adwords, Online placed media) should be developed to promote Meeker as a business 
location destination and placed to reach the community’s specific business development 
targets. The messaging should evolve from awareness to the community’s strategic 
business advantages over time.

EMAIL AND SOCIAL MEDIA MESSAGING

As the digital marketing campaign develops, email and social media messaging should 
be developed and disseminated that dives deeper into Meeker’s strategic advantages. 
Evergreen content, posts that are always relevant, can be developed early and 
implemented throughout the year, with time-sensitive information created as needed. 
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TACTIC: SITE CONSULTANT OUTREACH

While some of Meeker’s business development targets do not traditionally utilize site 
selection consultants, consider an inbound FAM tour for Rio Blanco County that centers 
around a major community event. Conduct unique recreational opportunities (i.e. game 
dinner, OHV trail ride) to showcase the community’s unique quality of life. 

Site consultants can also be influenced through strategic digital marketing placements, 
social media and email marketing. Most importantly, it is critical that the community’s 
website be easy to navigate and provide all of the information this audience needs to 
drive consideration of Meeker as a business destination. 
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LOCAL ENGAGEMENT
MESSAGING AND TACTICS

MESSAGING FOR LOCAL TARGETS

TACTIC: ENHANCE BRAND AWARENESS

RESIDENTS: There are many benefits to living in Meeker, and development will enhance our quality of life

Leverage Meeker’s new logo and brand identity throughout the 
community to communicate that there is an evolution underway that is 
intended to boost the economy and enhance its quality of life.  

Signage 

• Welcome center/town entrance

• Airport

• Parks and trail heads

• Light pole banners

Community Assets

• Websites, including guidelines and file downloads

• Vehicles

• Recreation center

• Printed materials – stationery and brochures

Local Businesses

• Websites

• Door/store decals

• Shirts/merchandise for residents and visitors

Develop materials to communicate community developments and 
information about how and where to engage with the area’s natural 
resources to residents.

Quarterly Email Newsletter

• Business updates and enhancements

• Upcoming events

• Planned projects and updates on already announced projects

Annual Report

• Key tourism and economic development efforts – past and planned

• Results of the past efforts
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TOURIST ATTRACTION
MESSAGING AND TACTICS

MESSAGING FOR POTENTIAL TOURISTS

TACTIC:

TACTIC:

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

ENHANCE EXISTING TOURISM ASSETS 

OUTDOOR ENTHUSIASTS: Experience the part of Colorado that hasn’t been over-hiked, -climbed or -biked  

REGIONAL RESIDENTS: Meeker always has something happening for outdoor recreation enthusiasts

The Better City assessment clearly lays out the need for Meeker to enhance its tourism product. As these recommendations are implemented, 
capitalize on the improvements by marketing them to both residents (and their families from outside the area) as well as targeted tourist segments. 
For example, an outdoor family hunting festival and river events are all possibilities for expanded tourist engagement. 

As the community develops new tourism product, implement tactics to support tourist attraction such as improving the online presence of the 
community’s assets and attractions and implementing hospitality training throughout the local industry. 

• Support hands-on, digital-focused tourism education for hotels, restaurants, event coordinators and attractions (training about optimizing their 
presence online, i.e. TripAdvisor and Yelp)

• Expand and improve reviews of the community’s tourism amenities online on sites such as TripAdvisor and Yelp

• Optimize Meeker’s presence on online travel booking sites (i.e. Priceline)

• Develop materials and talking points that hotels, restaurants and retail stores can use as they train their employees. Every staff member should be 
able to offer a positive perspective of the community (this is important for any visiting business development prospects as well), as well as make 
educated recommendations on things to do and places to go. 
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TACTIC: MAKE STRATEGIC WEBSITE ENHANCEMENTS

The Meeker Chamber website should be enhanced to better represent the uniqueness 
of the community as well as to highlight the area’s activities. 

SHORT-TERM: 

• Correct event calendar to work on all browsers

• Enhance event details with photos and specifics such as performer information 

• Separate hotels/cabins/camping into its own section

LONG-TERM: 

Develop a new county-wide, mobile responsive tourism website in conjunction with 
Rangely. Pool information from other Meeker sites to develop the content and utilize key 
words to generate organic search results.

• Rio Blanco County Historical Society  
and White River Museum

• Meeker Colorado website

• Meeker Classic Sheep Dog Trials

• River Camp RV Park

• Meeker Outfitters

• Meeker Range Call 

Once the website has been developed, a digital advertising campaign should be 
developed to promote Meeker as a tourism destination and placed to reach the 
community’s specific tourism targets. 

• Meekerpalooza

• Meeker Classic Cattledog Finals

• Meeker District
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TACTIC:

TACTIC:

IMPLEMENT AND ENHANCE SOCIAL MEDIA PRESENCE

CREATE MORE EVENTS WITH REGIONAL APPEAL

Utilize popular social media channels such as Facebook, Instagram and Twitter to promote Meeker as a tourist destination. Utilize local and event 
photography as much as possible to promote activities and the unique outdoor recreation assets in the area. 

Encourage residents and visitors to post and share content to build audience engagement. 

As noted in the Better Cities report, both Rangely and Meeker could benefit from increasing tourism throughout the year, as opposed to just peak 
seasons. Enhancing community events will also increase resident engagement in and enthusiasm for the community. 

Hunting/Ranching Culinary Efforts

• Host a game cook-off and promote it on the cook-off circuit, as well as with hunting enthusiasts (see http://www.talladegasuperspeedway.com/
Articles/2015/01/AWF-Wild-Game-Cook-Off.aspx for more info)

• Develop online cookbook, and promote it in the community quarterly newsletter and event emails for other events 

Host Quarterly Demonstrations/Seminars where Outdoor Activity Experts Showcase Meeker’s Culture/Assets. Examples include:

• Fly fishing/Fly tying demonstrations and classes

• Building your own kayak

Add themes to an existing run to increase their appeal i.e. the Color Run or FroYo run

Establish annual events in partnership with Rangely and BicycleColorado.org

• Leverage road between the towns with picturesque settings for the ride

• Leverage existing trail system, and enhance them with proceeds for future rides

• Promote the event on the 303cycling website

• Leverage the same email strategy both pre- and post-ride
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TIMELINE

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

LOCAL ENGAGEMENT

TOURIST ATTRACTION

Enhance Economic Development Marketing 
to Attract Businesses (see page 9)

Develop Brand Awareness (see page 13)

Product Development (see page 15)

Make Strategic Short-Term Website 
Enhancements (see page 16)

Implement and Enhance Social Media 
Presence (see page 17)

Make Strategic Long-Term Website Enhancements 
(see page 16)

Drive Visits to Website with SEO and SEM  
(see page 10)

Enhance Social Media Presence (see page 17)

Create Events with Broader Appeal  
(see page 17)

Create More Events with Regional Appeal (see 
page 17)

Enhance Social Media Presence (see page 17)

Conduct Site Consultant Outreach (see page 11)

YEAR 2

YEAR 2

YEAR 2

YEAR 3

YEAR 3

YEAR 3

YEAR 1

YEAR 1

YEAR 1
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